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Communicated by M. Rosenblatt 
Based on a random sample from a population with (unknown) probability 
densityf, this note exhibits a class of statistics j’rl for each fixed integer p > 0. 
It is shown that fir’) are uniformly strongly consistent estimators off (9). the pth 
order derivative off, if and only if f  (9) is bounded and uniformly contimwrs. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND DISCUSSION 
The most commonly used kernel estimator of a density f, based on a random 
sample XI ,..., X, from f, is of the form 
f(x) +h)-‘$K( &LX) (l-1) 
where 0 < h = h(n) -+ 0 as n + ot, and K is a Borel-measurable function. This 
condition on h is taken for granted throughout this paper. 
Estimator (1.1) has drawn considerable attention of statisticians since it was 
first introduced by Rosenblatt [7]. U n d er varying conditions on K and h it has 
been proved by various authors, e.g., Nadaraya [6], Schuster [8,9], Van Ryzin 
[14], Moore and Yackel [5], that the uniform continuity off is sufficient for 
uniform strong consistency of fi For this result a condition on h common in the 
above works has been 
for all t , 0. (1.2) 
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As Moore and Yackel [5, p. 1481 state, the condition (1.2) is in fact equivalent to 
&(log fz-r + co as n --f co (1.3) 
For an arbitrary given integer p > 0 we in this note consider estimation of 
f(P), the pth order derivative off. Using X, ,..., X, and h we will exhibit kernel 
estimators f(p) of f(p) which are of the type (1 .I). In contrast to the result men- 
tioned above, we will show that if 
nhsp+s(log log n)-’ + co as n+o3 (1.4) 
then the uniform continuity off (p) and its boundedness are sufficient for uniform 
strong consistency of our estimators 3 (9). Notice that for p = 0, our first condi- 
tion on f implies the second, and (1.4) is weaker than (1.3). Further we will 
notice that the kernels used here for p = 0 are a bit more general than those used 
in the above works, and for p > 1 these are no less general than those used in 
Bhattacharya [l], Schuster [8], Singh [ll], or Silverman [lo] where kernel 
estimations of f(p) are considered. 
In spite of the simplicity of our kernels, the restriction (1.4) on h does not seem 
to be necessary for our result. For p = 0 it is mentioned in Devroye and Wagner 
[2] and proved in Silverman [lo] that if 
nh(log ?z-’ -+ Co as n-+co (1.5) 
then the uniform continuity off is sufficient for uniform strong consistency of 
(1.1). Notice that (1.5) is slightly weaker than (1.4) for p = 0. However, kernels 
mentioned by Devroye and Wagner are different than ours and those used by 
Silverman are subject to some stringent restrictions, e.g., see Remark 3.2. On 
the other hand, the result reported here is valid for any arbitrary integer p 2 0 
and the proof is extremely simple and straight forward. 
Bhattacharya [l] estimated f(P) by the pth derivative of (1.1). For p > 1 
Silverman [lo] proved under a different but necessary condition on h, namely 
nhap+l(log 1 /h)-’ + 03 as n+cO (1.6) 
that the uniform continuity off(p) is sufficient for uniform strong consistency 
of Bhattacharya’s estimators off (P). However, as for the case p = 0, the restric- 
tions imposed by Silverman on thepth derivative of the kernel are a little severe, 
e.g., see Remark 3.2. 
We will further show that our conditions onf imposed for the uniform strong 
consistency of our estimators 3 t*) off (9) are in the fact necessary. 
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2. ESTIMATORS OF f(p) 
Let SP be the class of all real valued Bore1 measurable functions K, of 
bounded variations and vanishing outside (a, b), --co < a < b < a, such that 
+!Sy’K,(y)dy= 1; 
for j = p 
for j#p,j=O,l,..., p-l. (2-l) 
I f  o (p, u2) denotes the normal density with mean TV and variance u2, then for 
(I = -co and b = co examples of functions K, satisfying (2.1) can be given as 
K, = @(O, l), Kr = (~(1, 1) - ~(0, 1)) 
K, = a,{m(O, 2) - a(@ 1)) 
K3 = us{@(l, 2) + @(-I, 1) - 20(0,5/2)} 
and so on, where up are positive constants so that (p!)-l jypK,(y) dy = 1. 
For finite (a, b) polynomials vanishing off (a, b) and satisfying (2.1) can be 
constructed. For example, take 
K,(Y) = (to 4~‘) 4~ < Y -=c 8 
where K depends on p, and then solve p equations (2.1) for unknowns 
010 , 011 >---, Olk . For a = 0 and b = 1, examples of functions satisfying (2.1) are 
K,(y) = I(0 -=c Y -=c 11, (4 - 6y) I(0 -=z y  -c 1) 
(9 - 36y + 30~~) I(0 < y  < 1) 
or 
K,(y) = (-6 + 12y)I(O <y < 1) or 12(-3 + 16y - 15y2)I(0 <y < I), 
K,(y) = 30(1 - 6y + 6y2) I(0 < y < 1) 
KS(y) = 140(-l + 12y - 30y2 + 20y3)1(0 <y < 1) 
For finite (a, b), examples of functions, other than polynomials, satisfying (2.1) 
are as follows. Let d = (b - u)/2. Take 
K,(y) = a& < y -=c b), 
K,(y)=--a,l(a<y~a+d)+~~(a+d<y<b) 
K,(y) = u,l(u < y < u + d/2) - u21(u + d/2 < y < u + d) 
- u21(u+d<y+z+3d/2)+u21(a+3d/2<y<b) 
and so on, where ug’s are positive constants appropriate to make 
1 
9 j- Y*&(Y) dr = 1. 
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For a fixed K, in x,f let 
Yj(x) = K, ( xi ; ’ ). (2.2) 
Our proposed estimators off (a) at x are 
f'"'(x) = (nhP+l)-1 f Yj(X) (2.3) 
j-1 
Gtimators (2.3) are similar to those proposed in Singh [ 11, 131, except that the 
kernels used in the latter are special cases of those used here. 
Whenever we consider the case p = 0, we will denote f(O) by f and 3(O) by 3. 
Throughout the remainder of this paper h will be assumed to satisfy (1.4), and 
unless stated otherwise, all the convergences are taken with respect to tt -+ cc. 
3. THE RESULTS 
The main result of this paper is contained in Theorem 3.1 below. 
THEOREM 3.1. The uniform continuity off(p) and its boundedness, that is 
sup If’“‘(x + t) -f qx)1 --t 0 ItI- (3.1) 
z 
and 
sup If v4I < 00, 
3: 
(3.2) 
are necessmy and su@ient conditions for uniforne strong consistency of estimators 
f (p), that is for 
sup 1 f”(P)(x) - f’“‘(x)] -+ 0 with pobabi~ity one. (3.3) 
2 
Proof. (S’z@ti~y of (3.1) and (3.2) for (3.3)). By the arguments used in (2) 
in the proof of Theorem 1 of Nadaraya [6], 
sup If(9x) - E3(+9I < h-‘s’+l’e, sup I F*(x) - F(x)1 (3.4) 2 02 
where w is the total variation of K, used in the construction of 3 (p), F* is the 
empitical distribution function of XI ,..., X, , and F is the common cumulative 
distribution function of X’s. By Theorem 2 of Kiefer [4], the right hand side of 
(3.4) is O(h-a(s’+%-l loglog n)r/?- with probability one. This followed by (l-.4) 
gives 
sup @P)(Jc) - E~@~,, + 0 with probability one. (3.5) 
5 
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Thus in view of the identity 
(f(P) -f(P)) = (EjQP) -f(P)) + (p - EjQP)) 
(3.6) 
it remains to show that (3.1) and (3.2) imply 
sup 1 Ep(a)(x) --f’“‘(x)\ -+ 0 (3.7) 
2 
Since X1 ,..., X,, are independent and identically distributed with probability 
density functionf, from (2.2) and (2.3) it follows that 
J?j’V) = kP 1 K,(y)f(x + AY) dY (34 
Now first consider the case p = 0. Since s K,,(y) dy = 1, for a S > 0 
I K,t~)l If& + hr) -f@)l dr 
+ Lh I KdY)l If@ + hY) -m>i 4 (3-9) 
Let Q > 0 be arbitrarily small. Since K, is integrable and f is uniformly conti- 
nuous, the first integral in (3.9) can be made less than 42 by choosing a suffi- 
ciently small value 6, of S. Further, since 6,/h + co as n + co, f is bounded and 
Ks is integrable, the second integral in (3.9) can also be made less than 42 by 
choosing n sufficiently large. Thus the left hand side of (3.9) is less than c for n 
sufficiently large. Proof of (3.7) for p = 0 is now complete. 
Next consider the cast p > 1. Substituting f(x + hy) in (3.8) by its Taylor 
expansion in hy at x with Lagrange’s form of the remainder at the (p + l)st 
term and then using the orthogonality properties (2.1) of Kp* we get 
E39x) = -$ j ~~~zd~)f”‘t~ + BUY) 4 forsome 0<0<1. (3.10) 
Thus, since s yPK,( y) dy = p!, 
sup 1 E3f~)(x) -f’“‘(x)l 
G S;P $, j- I Y*K,(Y)I I f’“‘b + ehy> - f’“‘@>l dy (3.11) 
Since yPK,( y) is integrable and f(r) is bounded and uniformly continuous, the 
right hand side of (3.11) converges to zero as n -+ 00 by the identical arguments 
used above for the case p = 0. 
(Necessity of (3.1) and (3.2) for (3.3)). In view of the identity (3.6) and the 
convergence (3.5) it suffices to show that (3.7) implies (3.1) and (3.2). 
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Let E be an arbitrarily small positive quantity. Denote f^(p) by if”’ and 
Ef’P’ -f(P) by B, . Since by hypothesis supz 1 B,(x)1 -+ 0, there exists an 
nr, = no(e) large enough such that 
sup I &z@)I < c/3* 
r 
(3.12) 
Let h, = A(n,). Then by triangle inequality and (3.12) 
sup If ‘%)I G sup I &&)I + sup I @$$)I 
z 2 2 
< (r/3) + sup h;e1 
x ElK4x1h;5)1 
< co, since K, being of bounded variation is bounded. 
Thus (3.7) implies (3.2). Now (2.2) and (2.3) followed by a use of the trans- 
formation theorem give 
Efi& + 0 - Efi$(4 = Kp-1 j K, (y) (f(r + t) -f(y)> 4. 
Thus, since K, is bounded, say by M, 
sup I @:‘(x + +- -@$$9l d (K?‘-l W j lf(r + t) -f(r)1 dy. (3.13) 
3 
Since f is integrable (in fact, here sf = I), the rhs of (3.13) converges to zero as 
I t I ---f 0 by a theorem on the continuity of translation of &-functions (e.g. see 
Hewitt and Stromberg [3, p. 1991). Thus there exists a 6(c) > 0 such that 
Ieft hand side (3.13) < ~13 for all / t I < 6(c). (3.14) 
Thus, sincef(P)]“+c = E (P’ r+c a3 f,lS - wJ2”+c> for any real c, by (3.12) and (3.14), 
sup ]f’P’(x + t) -f ("'(x)l < E for all ] t 1 < S(E). 
z 
Thus (3.7) also implies (3.1). The proof of the theorem is now complete. 1 
The proof of Theorem 3.1 yields the following corollary. 
COROLLARY 3.1. The statistics p(p) are uniformly asymptotically unbiased 
estimators off(p), i.e. 
sup 1 E3(qT) -f’“‘(x)l + 0 as 12+cc 
z 
if and only if f  (P) is bounded and uniformly continuous. 
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Remark 3.1. Corollary 3.1 is valid even if 0 < h = h(n) -+ 0 is arbitrary. 
For Corollary 3.1 and for the necessity part of Theorem 3.1 we simply need K, 
satisfying (2.1) be bounded (instead of being of bounded variation). 
Remark 3.2. Silverman [lo] considers estimation off by (1.1) and proves 
that if h satisfies (1.5) then the uniform continuity off is sufficient for uniform 
strong consistency of (1.1). Wh ereas (1.5) is a little weaker than our (1.4) for 
p = 0, his conditions on the kernel K are 
(a) K is uniformly continuous 
(b) the total variation of K is finite 
(4 J I K(y)1 dy < ~0 and K(Y) - 0 as I Y I + ~0 
(d) J-K(Y) dr = 1 
(e> j’l Y log I Y I llfz I MY)I < 00 
compared to our conditions on the kernel that it simply be of bounded variation 
with integral equal to one. Notice that the boundedness off, assumed by us, is 
implied by its uniform continuity. Forp > 1, Silverman considers Bhattacharya’s 
[l] estimators off(P), which are given by 
I  
s, withjgiven in (1.1) 
and proves under a different but necessary condition on h, namely (1.6), that the 
uniform strong consistency fo ftP) is sufficient for uniform strong consistency 
of (3.15). For this result his conditions on K are 
(1) K is everywhere p times differentiable 
(2) for j = 0, l,..., p, K(i)(y) + 0 as 1 y  I+ co and J I K(j)(y)/ dy < 00 
(3) j K(Y) dr = 1 
(4) K(P) satisfies (a), (b), (c) and (e) above, 
and 
(5) with w = the modulus of continuity of K(p) and y(u) = w’/“(u), 
s,’ {log l/~}l/~ d+) < 00 
In contrast to Silverman’s conditions on the kernel, our conditions on the kernel 
K, are simply that (i) it be of bounded variation (ii) JygK,(y) dy = p! or 0 
accordingasj=porj=O, I,..., p- 1. 
In fact, we believe that, if 
nh2”+1(log n)-l -+ co as n+ Co, 
then the uniform continuity of f(p) and its boundedness imply the uniform 
strong consistency of the estimators p(p), even with our kernels. 
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